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Abstract  

Copyright is essentially connected with the technology evolution and sharing technologies. Nowadays, social 

media have turned into one of the greatest and most recent conflicts for the copyright legislation and policy. 

This thesis builds on the analysis of the conflict among copyright and the photos uploaded and shared on social 

media and especially on a specific platform, called Instagram. The thesis emphasises in analysing the 

importance of protecting personal images and its connection with the right of personality. Following, it 

examines the European Copyright Law, and especially the recently adopted Directive 2019/790 and 

particularly article 17 which is connected to the transfer in intermediary liability and platforms online in 

relation to copyright safeguarded content which is hosted on online platforms via their users. As mentioned 

the thesis examines the difference among the rules of copying under the European Copyright Law and 

communication to the public and the supporting of sharing on online platforms and specifically Instagram. 

Furthermore, it examines Instagram as a platform, the Terms of Use and Conditions of the platforms, Who 

owns the photos uploaded on the platform and what rights does the platform gain after accepting its terms and 

conditions. Finally, it examines copyright infringement and what users of the platform can do in order to be 

protected when sharing a photo against copyright.  
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Introduction  

In the contemporary digital world, ‘the internet is teeming with personal websites and social media posts’1. 

The internet has become a home of open communication as well as an idea of sharing2. Specifically, social 

media permitted the contact of an enormous number of internet users in a way that was impossible in the past3. 

In modern times more and more individuals worldwide are using the Internet and remain connected via the so 

called social networking4. The rise and expansion of social networking sites, the so-called platforms, in the 

contemporary world has promoted the capability of users equally to organisations to share data. Social network 

platforms empower individuals and/or associations to communicate, market themselves, share and also extend 

to broader audiences5. Furthermore, online platforms persuade users to share content, either original works or 

third parties’ works. An increased number of photos and individual’s stories are ‘posted’ through different 

social media.  In order to achieve these, online platforms offer different instruments like retweet, re-post and 

share. Online platforms are profitable digital enterprises, principally making their income via advertising6. 

This theory of sharing and posting on online platforms opposites with the implications of copyright law, that 

governs the practice of literary, aesthetic(artistic) and dramatic materials7. Especially online, the regulation 

restrains the actions of communicating and also copying copyright material to all the internet users without 

the authorisations of the right holders8. Intrinsically, the growth of internet and more specifically platforms 

and the sharing culture had a meaningful influence on the power of copyright to satisfy its administrative 

objective. The efficiency and significance of copyright law is questioned in the light of social networking. 

Attributable to the aforementioned, remarkable amount of photos published on social media sites, a great 

amount of copyrightable photos are certainly accessible and available for unlawful copying by other 

individual’s using Internet.  

This essay, however, will focused primarily to one of the most significant social media platforms of the 21st 

century, Instagram, which ‘residence’ over 40 billion photos9. Instagram was created in October 2010, and 

from that point, Instagram users have the ability to upload , post and share photographs as well as videos10.The 

significance of online platforms in reference to copyright law has been acknowledged in the political ‘speech’. 

The UK Intellectual Property Office (hereinafter IPO) issued a report concerning the effect of online platforms 

                                                           
1 Elizabeth J. Tao, ‘A Picture's Worth: The Future of Copyright Protection of User-Generated Images on Social Media’ (2017) 24 
Ind.J.GlobalLegalStud. 617 
2 Ibid.  
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
5 L. Lundell, ‘Copyright and Social Media : A legal Analysis of Terms for Use of Photo Sharing Sites’, 2015 
 
6 OECD (2021), The Digital Transformation of SMEs, OECD Studies on SMEs and Entrepreneurship, OECD Publishing, 
Paris, https://doi.org/10.1787/bdb9256a-en.- Chapter 3 : ‘SMEs in the online platform economy’.  
7 Alok Kumar Yeadav, ‘Copyright in Digital Era- Chapter I’ 
8 S. 17, 20 CDPA 1988 U.S.  
9 SMPERTH, ‘Facts & Figures// Instagram Statistics for 2022’, 2021  
10 Geoff Desreumaux, ‘The Complete History of Insagram’, 2014  
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on Intellectual Property violation11. Instagram was also selected for the case study since it has turned into one 

of the top famous online platforms for image posting and sharing. More than 95 million photos and videos are 

uploaded , posted and shared on Instagram in a daily basis and also more than 40 billion photos and videos 

are uploaded and shared on Instagram from the time of its conception12.  Nevertheless, in contrast to Facebook, 

Instagram users can not ‘build’ complete online profile containing personal details or even write small brief 

bursts of texts like Twitter13. The photos which are uploaded and posted on Instagram often are filled with 

brief comments that explained the photo, despite the fact that these comments are voluntary and not 

compulsory. Nonetheless, Instagram has been described as owing remarkably vague and unclear user-

agreements and users are commonly oblivious of the copyright ramifications. As arising case law shows, 

Instagram is rapidly developing into an online platform that leaves platform’s users exposed to third-party acts 

for copyright violation14. At this point it is essential to underline that Instagram’s content contains images, 

short video clips and also ‘stories’ that are considered to be momentary short video clips. Video clip contents 

are limited to less than 60 seconds and ‘stories’ to not more than 15 seconds, yet, Instagram is primarily used 

to upload and share images. The  images that are found on Instagram create 36% more participation than video 

clips15.  

Prior proceeding to the main part of the examination it is crucial to explore what User Generated Content is 

and what it includes16. User Generated Content (hereinafter UGC), is any type of content, including images, 

text, video and audio that has been uploaded and posted by online platforms’ users17. In addition, it is a good 

consumers produce in order to spread information concerning online goods or even the enterprises which 

market them. 

This thesis describes and examines the copyright law in relation to images posted and uploaded on social 

media platforms and more specifically on Instagram. It starts by giving an overview of  the significance of 

protecting personal images and emphasises on the right of personality. Following the thesis examines the 

copyright law that implements to social media under the authorities of the European Union and particularly 

Directive 2019/790.Then it emphasises on analysing Article 17 of the Directive 2019/790 one of the most 

debatable articles of these New Directive. On the third section of the main part the thesis will examine 

Instagram in general, as to its terms and conditions and copyright infringement.  

                                                           
11 Intellectual Property Office, ‘Share and Share Alike – The Challenges from Social Media for Intellectual Property Rights’, 2017 
 
12 Ibid.  
13 Lauren Myers, ‘A Picture is Worth a Thousand Material-Connection Disclosure: Endorsers, Instagram and the Federal Trade 
Commission’s Endorsement Guides’, 2017  
14 Blake Brittain, ‘Instagram dodges photogs’ copyright lawsuit over embedding feature’, 2021  
15 Ibid.  
 
16 Senftleben, Martin. "Bermuda Triangle–Licensing, Filtering and Privileging User-Generated Content Under the New Directive 
on Copyright in the Digital Single Market." Filtering and Privileging User-Generated Content Under the New Directive on 
Copyright in the Digital Single Market (April 4, 2019) (2019). 
17 Ibid.  
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1.  Personal Images and the Importance of Protecting them  

1.1. The Significance of Protecting Personal Photos  

Albeit there are several conditions within the online environment where photos could be abused, the pure 

reason that a photo has been ‘abused’ is not fundamentally a basis for why it must be safeguarded18. This part 

of the thesis tries to answer the question as to why it is crucial to safeguard photos uploaded online on different 

platforms and especially on Instagram. Prior starting the analysis of the reason why it is essential to safeguard 

personal images, it is prerequisite to count if the entire of the images must be deal with in the same extent or 

if the law must distinguish among nonidentical classifications of photos. It is vital to underline this distinction 

since there are several distinct classes of photos uploaded online, like personal, ordinary and trivial , all and 

every one of them could guarantee distinct safeguarding. In certain circumstances, UK and Australia , have 

handled personal photos dissimilarly, subject to the character and type of the photo, for instance regulation of 

breach of confidence handled photos in a different way, based on the data which is defined as photograph19. 

Although images, which concerning have sexual or intimate character could be safeguarded, an image of an 

individual simply walking on a street might not be protected or guarantee safeguarding20. In the judgment of 

the case of Campbell v MGN Ltd21 it was held by B. Hale that ‘ We have not so far concluded that the plain 

fact of concealed photography is adequate to produce the data classified among the photograph private. The 

action photographed should be confidential. If that had been, and had been introduced as, an image of Naomi 

Campbell going about her business in a public secret, there may have been no ailment. She produced a 

significant piece of her living out of being photographed being stunning in a piece of clothing by a designer. 

Audience will certainly be curious to see how Naomi Campbell looks if and at the time she comes out to the 

market for a bottle of milk. There is not a thing fundamentally confidential about that data or could be 

anticipated to damage he private life’22. By other causes, still, the law is not that determined to transfer 

decision over the characteristic of the image and this is the challenge with the copyright legislation that has 

commonly deny to transfer judgment over the certain quality of artistic materials, once a subject is categorised 

a material of artistic nature, like photographs, is not given any attention to the quality of the image23. It appears 

from what mentioned, that there are multiple distinct categories of photos images on the internet, several 

including sensitive as well as vital knowledge and others are frivolous and of temporary interest24. Albeit the 

first type stated is worthy of safeguarding, the second one is not that much. Nevertheless, this does not 

conclude that we must produce a two-tier system that simply safeguards specific categories of images. Whilst 

                                                           
18 NITHYA, K., and N. VENKATESWARULU. "A Two-Level Framework for Protecting the Privacy of User Uploaded images on 
Content Sharing Sites." (2016). 
19 Tatiana Synodinou, ‘Image Right and Copyright Law in Europe: Divergences and Convergences’, 2014 
20 Wilson v Ferguson [2015] WASC 15 , (indicating privacy where the photos are of intimate character and contrary denying 
safeguarding for an image captured of an individual walking on the street publicly) 
21 Campbell v MGN Ltd. [2004] UKHL 22 
22 Ibid.  
23 Douglas v Hello! Ltd [2005] EWCA Civ 595 
24 Sara Hawkins, ‘Copyright Fair Use and How it Works for Online Images’, 23rd November 2011 
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copyright legislation has continue to be recognised, it is frequently challenging or even hazardous to ‘pass 

judgement’ on materials of artistic character, like photographs, and this is notably the situation with personal 

photos, where a number of individuals might be extremely delicate to exposure, contrary to other individuals 

who might flourish25. Bearing in mind, the variety of photos found on the internet and the innumerable of 

distinct interests conceivably impacted, it is not unexpected that there is no individual basis for why personal 

photographs must not be guarded26. Alternatively, there is a jumble of numerous judgments as to why photos 

may be guarded that probably vary subject to the category of photographs at issue27.  

At this point, the thesis will examined the reasons behind the need to protect personal images. Initially, the 

reason why we must guard images is because they are ‘intangible assets’28. As it was underlined by an author, 

‘the growing commercialisation of the human photos requests that any modern categorisation of interests in 

personality must consider that the name of a person or features are as well beneficial economic capitals29’. 

Generally, this arises where photos of celebrities, sportsmen and sportswomen and artists are taken 

concomitantly with advertising and trading reasons. Furthermore, an additional reason lies on the guarding of 

personality30, thereby, is based on the idea of Lockean, where he highlighted that ‘ Each man has a property 

in his own individual. This no one has any right to except himself. The work of his body, and the labour of his 

hands, we might stated, are adequately his. No matter what, then he removes out of the state that nature hath 

provided, and left it in, he hath mixed his labour with, and joined to it something that is his own, and thereby 

makes it his property’31. Therefore, based on what is stated by Lackean, every individual has’ a property in 

his own person’32, which leads us to the conclusion that an image of an individual is their own property. 

However the right of personality will be described and examined in the next section as it is a crucial point as 

to why we must protect personal images. Following and based on the aforementioned theory, Nimmer 

mentioned that ‘it might appeared to be a first rule of the Anglo American legislation, a dictum of the greater 

crucial nature, which everyone have the right to ‘the fruit of his work except where there are vital 

compensating public policy remunerations’33. In a case which is fundamentally important, it was held that ‘ If 

the name of a man be his personal property … it is challenging to comprehend why the odd cast of one’s 

features is not equally someone’s property, and why it is a pecuniary worth, if it has one, does not appertain 

                                                           
25 Bleistein v Donaldson Lithographic Co, 188 U.S. 239 (1903) 
26 European Court of Human Rights, ‘Right to the protection of one’s image’, 2020, Press Unit 
27 Synodinou T., supra note 126, - mentioning ‘ Safeguarding of the photo of an individual frequently takes a double shape in 
accordance with the privacy/property duality which does not succeed in pronouncing in lawful terms the autonomy and the 
specific characteristics of an individual’s image and as described an individual’s image seems to be a legal property with different 
identity as well as an undetectable essence’) 
28 Ibid. at 196  
29 Beverley – Smith Huw, ‘The Commercial Appropriation of Personality’, Cambridge University Press, 2002 
30 Synodinou, supra note 126  
31 Locke John, ‘Second Treatise of Government’, 1980 
32 Ibid.  
 
33 David Nimmer, ‘Copyright in the Dead Sea Scrolls- Authorship and Originality’, 2001, Houston Law Review Address 
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to its holder, instead of to the individual aiming to make non permitted use of it’34. As regards celebrities, who 

spends a lot of time before posting a photo, the judges in the case of Uhlander v Henricksen35 stated that, ‘a 

celebrity has a lawful ownership interest in the open personality. A celebrity should be regarded to have 

arrayed his years of exercise and competition in a public personality that ultimately might achieve marketable 

levels. That identity, incorporated in his name, likeness, statistics and other characteristics, is the fruit of his 

works and is a category of property36’. Additionally, another principle basis as to why we must guard personal 

photos is being the misuse of personal photos which possible may infringes on the primary human values of 

pride and independence37. Moreover, the necessity to guard pride and independence is founded in the 

International Convention on Human Rights, Article 1, that stipulates that ‘the entire of individuals are born 

free and equivalent to pride and independence38’. Permitting the abuse of personal photos in the internet has 

the ability to encroach on dignity and autonomy. In Inc v Aubry, a Canadian case, held that ‘ The camera lens 

grabs a person’s moment as its most intense, and the snapshot ‘defiles’ that moment… An individual surprised 

in his or her private life through a roving photographer is stripped of his or her transcendency and human 

dignity, since he or she is reduced to the status of a ‘spectacle’, for others…. The ‘indecency of the image’ 

deprives those photographed of their most secret substance39’. Additionally, ‘several breaches of human 

personality are of a non-pecuniary nature, not simply since they are not able to be evaluated in financial terms 

with any arithmetical veracity, and additionally since they are commonly of naturally non-financial value’40. 

This is since there is the so called, ‘organic connection’ among the nonphysical value of a photo and the center 

of personality, individual pride41. Since a photo of an individual is a component of personality which is 

‘intricately connected to the self’, the financial views are not able to be separated from the virtuous aspects of 

personality which contain person’s pride42. Although, there might not be a lucid idea of a person’s pride by 

way of legitimate value, however, dignitary interests regarding private photos usually indicate an extensive 

range of elements containing fame, privacy and freedom43. Jeffrey Rosen underlined in his article that abuse 

of a photo of an individual forms an essential offense opposed to human pride44 and as stated in Inc v Aubry45, 

it is vital to guard personal photos to guard a person’s autonomy and the controls of every individual upon 

their personality and privacy. Guarding pride and autonomy are really associated and by definition autonomy 

‘is a complicated theory concerning the abilities built up or built down of individuals that assist them to 

                                                           
34 Edison v Edison Polyform Mfg. Co 67 A. 392, 394 
35 Uhlander v Henricksen, 316 F. Supp. 1277, 1282 (1970)  
36 George M Armstrong Jr., ‘ The Reification of Celebrity: Persona as Property’, 1991, Louisiana Law Review  
37 Dominika Bychawska – Siniarska, ‘Protecting the Right to Freedom of Expression Under the European Convention on Human 
Rights’, a handbook for legal practitioners 
38 Article 1 International Convention of Human Rights  
39Les Editions Vice - Versa Inc v Audry, [1998] S.C.R. 591 (Can.) 
 
40 Ibid.  
41 Synodinou, supra note 126, at 197  
42 Ibid.  
43 Tatiana Synodinou, ‘Image Right and Copyright Law in Europe: Divergences an Convergences’, 2014 
44 Jeffrey Rosen, ‘The unwanted gaze: The Destruction of Privacy in America’, 2000  
45 Les Editions Vice - Versa Inc v Audry, [1998] S.C.R. 591 (Can.) 
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improve, desire to follow up on and act on superior order schedules of act that consider as their own critical 

object individual’s life and the manner it is existed’46. Further to this, autonomy is the liberty that a person has 

to rule what is exposed on behalf of their name and it has been proposed that’ both autonomy and division  of 

personal as well as public are governed by the rule47. These freedoms, contemplate the superiority of the 

person above community and this is extremely substantial as ‘ privacy idea is centred on humans liberty and 

not simply shows the humans as the locus of individual rights, just as well regards the guarding of human 

liberty as the supreme aim of confidentiality and privacy’48. Autonomy, ‘gives’ an individual the ability and 

liberty to decide on for them what is consider to be personal and not49. Despite the aforementioned reasons, 

another reason behind the necessity to guard images is the abuse of personal photos which might improperly 

interfere over the personal life of a person and as it was noted ‘not a thing is superior of legal guarding than 

a person’s private life and the ability to choose for themselves to what degree they can be the topic of open 

attention conversation by the public’50. 

1.2. Right of Personality – ‘Protecting Their Own Image’  

Following, at this point of the thesis, it is essential to examined in detailed the right of personality as mentioned 

in the previous part and ‘necessity of protecting someone’s image’ as it is tightly linked with the images 

uploaded by users on their personal accounts on Instagram.  

The safeguarding of the image of an individual is by no means close to being consistent or harmonised in the 

European Union. Traditionally, in the tort law, the legal safeguarding of the own image of an individual is 

contingent on the right of privacy or otherwise on the right of personality, subject to whether the ultimate is 

acknowledged or not.Additionally the European Court of Human Rights, in 2012, underlined that ‘ An 

individual’s image represents one of the primary characteristics of someone’s personality, since it discloses 

the unique features of an individual and tells apart the individual from his/her equals. Therefore, the right to 

the guarding of the image of an individual is a key component of the advancement of personality and it 

centrally assumes the right of a person to control the use of that specific image containing the right to deny 

the publication of that image’51.  

As reported in a study, one of the most vital measures in the field of creating a powerful safeguarding for both 

personal and private details was adjusting image rights to the civil law and more specifically, the clarification 

and usage of the violation of civil law of confidence52. As opposed to the initiation of a new right or otherwise 

                                                           
46 David A. J. Richards ‘ Rights and Autonomy’, 1981  
47 Ibid.  
48 Ari Ezra Waldman, ‘Privacy as Trust: Sharing Personal Information in a Networked World, 2015  
49 Ibid.  
50 Benjamin Ely Marks, ‘Copyright Protection, Privacy Rights and the Fair Use Doctrine: The Post Salinger Decade Recognised’, 
1997 
 
51 Von Hannover v Germany (no 2 ), Grand Chamber, 2012  
52 Tatiana Synodinou, ‘Image Right and Copyright Law in Europe: Divergences an Convergences’, 2014 
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a recent tort, the UK courts determined that violation of confidence acts were an appropriate instrument 

through which to handle privacy, in light of its pliant and developing character. From this perspective, 

Campbell case is regarded to be one of the principal judgments in the legislative development53. The central 

of the case was a popular model whose personal life was ripped apart at the time a journal published a number 

of images of her departing from a Narcotic Anonymous gathering54. In agreement with the recent utilisation 

of the ‘tort of breach of confidence’, the case in reality regarded the creation of a genesis of details to be 

assorted a ‘private’, known as ‘logical expectation of privacy’. In a distinct case55, with equal basis to the one 

explained the High Court concluded that the volatiles to ascertain what privacy and image right an individual 

can await are ‘the characteristics of the claimant, the essence of the act in which the applicant was involved, 

the place at which it was performing, the essence and the aim of the trespass, the lack of consent and if it was 

acknowledged or can be implied, the impact upon the applicant and lastly both the conditions and the objective 

for which the details fall within the hands of the journal’s publisher’56. Furthermore, in Douglas case, it was 

held that ‘There is from my perspective no issue of producing an ‘image right’ or any other unconventional 

type of IP’57. The details in this case can be safeguarded, not because it regarded the image of Douglases any 

longer than since it regarded their private and personal life, but merely since it was data of commercial sense 

over which the Douglases had adequate management to allow them to enforce a duty of confidence58’. Moving 

outside the UK, the Italian Court has stated its personal advanced opinions of ‘an individual’s personal image 

rights’, shaping these as ‘unilateral operation’ although before was distributed though a bilateral regulated 

agreement, ‘The permission to the publication of the image of an individual composes a unilateral transaction, 

having as its purpose not the very personal and intrinsic right to the image, that by its own nature cannot be 

handled, but merely the performance of this right. Even though, it might sometimes be incorporated in an 

agreement, the consent however stays different and independent from the contract which included it. 

Therefore, it is constantly revocable, in spite of the compensation, that does not permit a transaction, in light 

of the nature of an inalienable right and, consequently not susceptible of evaluation in financial terms59’. The 

judges continue by explaining that a prior first-instance judgement was wrong for regarding that the revealing 

of images of the plaintiff in prior agreement, stating that ‘it must in fact be underlined that ( having stated 

consent to the publication of an image of an individual repealed by on 2007), the permission agreement in 

dispute it to be regarded completely inefficient60’. Therefore, summarising the aforementioned, despite of 

                                                           
53 Campbell v MGN Ltd [2004] UKHL 22  
54 Ibid.  
55 Murray v Express Newspapers Plc (2008) ECDR  
56 Ibid.  
57 Douglas v Hello! Ltd [2005] EWCA Civ 595  
58 Ibid. Lord Hoffman (124) [2007] UKHL 21  
 
59 Case :Cass Civ 1748, 29 January 2016 See Bugnion SpA, ‘The rights to the image: when we are the product’, 2021  
60 Ibid.  
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consent, the image is continuing to be an inalienable, valuable right beyond which management is not able to 

and never should be able to be gone from the owner.  

This linked with a further challenge which is the republication of images online in the absence of consent from 

the owner where the photos have prior been published on the site of a distinct platform lacking limitations and 

with the permission of the right holder61. Certainly, while social media depends on the bulk sharing of 

materials , including images, a great number of posts in different platforms comprises of the images on another 

individual62. The ECJ in 201863, furnished a wide explanation of ‘online republication of images’, that imposes 

to rights’ of images. In this specific case, the problem of analysis emphasis on ‘communication to the public’ 

inferior to EU Information Society Directive, Article 3(1)64, and if this should be widely interpreted as 

including the sharing and posting on a platform of an image which had prior been published in the absence of 

limitation and with the permission of the right holder on a distinct platform65. Additionally, the pertinence of 

the Directive regarding communication to the public appears prima facie apparent, yet, based on the case law, 

in order for a republication of a photo to be consider an addition activity of communication, it should be arise 

in support of a ‘new public’ and not the one which initially regarded by the consent of the owner of the 

content66. This means that if the audience seeing the online photo is the one that the owner gave his/her consent 

to view the photo (‘permitted audience’) then the communication is authorised.  Nevertheless, the EU position 

is still not apparent around this topic. In 2019, the EU Parliament, voted for the sake of a New Directive, that 

its main purpose is to ‘harmonise the EU legislation that is relevant to copyright and connected rights in the 

context of internal market in order to guarantee an effective market place for the utilisation of materials and 

additional content’67, as stated in Article 1. Despite that, when talking about digital issues, image rights do 

not go through the class of ‘other’ as explained in Article 1 of the New Directive68. This means, that the EU 

should still depend on national law. Following, the European Court of Human Rights prior look kindly upon 

freedom of expression referring to the satirical painting named ‘Apocalypse’, that represents different Austrian 

legislators and public characters, considering (except from images of identifiable faces) the illustration was 

justly theoretical69. Notably, it was held that ‘As guaranteed in Article 10 paragraph 1, freedom of expression 

composes one of the most vital basics of a democratic nation, actually one of the main elements for its 

development and for the personal development of a person. Contingent to paragraph 2, it is relevant not 

                                                           
61 Stephen R. Barnett, ‘The Right to One’s Image: Publicity and Privacy Rights in the United States and Spain’, 1999, The 
American Journal of Comparative Law Vol.47, No.4 pp. 555-581  
62 Ibid.  
63 C- 161/17, Land Nordrhein-Westfalen v. Dirk Renckhoff, 2018  
64 Article 3(1) of Information Society Directive 2001/29/EC 
65 C- 161/17, Land Nordrhein-Westfalen v. Dirk Renckhoff, 2018 
66 Eleonora Rosati, ‘When does a communication to the public under EU copyright Law need to be to a ‘new public?’, 2020, 
Stockholm University  
67 Article 1 of the Directive 2019/790  
68 Ibid.  
69 Vereinigung Bildender Kunstler v Austria ,ECHR 25 January 2007  
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merely to ‘details’ or ‘ideas’ which are positively obtained or defined as innocuous or as an issue of 

indifference, but also to those which insult, stun or upset the State or any part of the community’70. Such are 

the requirements of pluralism, patience and open mindedness in the absence of which there is no democratic 

community. Following in the case of Reklos and Davourlis v Greece71, the focused was on image rights with 

reference to an image of a baby capture lacking the permission in a private hospital that the baby was born, 

with the purpose to be traded back to the baby’s guardians. At this case, the judges faced the issue of whether 

this infringed the safeguarding of the privacy of a person, albeit the images of the baby were by no means 

published anywhere. It was concluded that ‘ Based on the case law around the topic of ‘private life’, this is 

an extensive idea not vulnerable to extensive meaning. The concept comprises the right to identity and the 

right to self-progress, as regards both personality and personal independence and freedom, that is an essential 

rule regarding the interpretation of securities under Article 8. Although in the majority of case law the right 

to handle this type of use implies the chance of a person to deny publication of his/her image, it additionally 

veils the person’s right to object to the recording, protection and reproduction of the image from a distinct 

individual’72. Concluding all the aforementioned bout the protection of a person’s most unique property on 

the internet, which is their personal image, there is an growing demand for lawful structures to restrict misuse 

and notably online and on social platforms, like Instagram, that infringes the highly vulnerable and unalterable 

feature of an individuals which is his/her image.  

2. Copyright Law  

2.1. The Objective of Copyright and the Rule of Content  

The principal aim of the copyright through the years is to ‘cheer’ imagination and originality via awarding 

creators and authors for their own work73. Copyright grants creators the capacity to limit the work of other 

individuals and therefore, copyright violation appears at the time an individual does a limited act which is 

unpermitted from the owner of the copyright. Mr Clarke, at the time of the second reading of the CDPA 1988 

Bill , underlined about the limited act of copying that ‘the most fundamental is…. The right to prevent 

copying’74. Moreover in 1999, Lessig mentioned that ‘fundamental functions such as copying and admission 

are inexpertly be adjustable in an all-or-nothing fashion. You commonly have the right to copy or not, to 

obtain access or not’75. Within the framework of sharing subject on social sites, a copy of a photograph is 

                                                           
70 Vereinigung Bildender Kunstler v Austria ,ECHR 25 January 2007 
71 Reklos and Davourlis v Greece – 1234/05 [2009] ECHR 200, 15 January 2009  
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created whenever an image is uploaded, posted, shared, or even posted again by someone else76. Violation as 

a consequence of ‘communicating to the public’ is regarded amongst the most debatable and quarrelsome 

evolutions in copyright law. The aforementioned right illustrates the utilization of copyright law upon online 

action and ‘constitutes the basis of the modern copyright law’. In 1996, Dixon and Hansen , acknowledged 

that the right is extensive and also advantageous for right owners and stated that ‘ Irrespective of the means 

or medium in which a guarded material is accessed, right-holders will remain to appreciate the right to 

manage financially significant utilization of their content in the digital era’77.  Consequently, using platform 

instruments to share, upload, post or even repost unpermitted images of other individuals may possibly formed 

‘communication to the public’ and in essence violation of copyright guarded content is able to be simply arise 

at the time users share and post content owned by third-parties on the platform.  

2.2 Copyright and the Evolution of Sharing Technology  

Copyright law and technology are interlaced and linked as a ‘close and inevitable relationship’ as stated by 

Jones in his Article78. In 1991, Groves underlined that ‘ every significant step ahead in the history of copyright 

legislation is connected to a step ahead in the technology environment79’. In essence, the advancement of 

copyright legislation is capable to be interpreted as reactions to alterations in the area to enclose developed 

technologies. Furthermore, alterations in the copyright legislation could be ‘seen as efforts to modernise the 

legislation, to bring into line along with the culture and alterations in technology80’. As a result, every 

evolution in the law of copyright is linked together with the evolution of new technologies81. This means that 

copyright law is a result of its time and while modernised technologies have developed, copyright has and 

must adjusted82. The network and the evolution of sharing and posting technologies have been especially 

tricky for the copyright rule because of the accelerated pace of developments in technology. As demonstrated 

in a Law forecast, the value of technological strength expands over double around every 2 years and therefore, 

decreases in cost83. Technological alterations have before been made gradually and empowering of affordable 

and simpler copying has been justly though degrees, and also, for a long period of time84. Which means, that 

this permitted the regulation some period in order to respond via gradually changing its securities and 

expanding them in cases that technology appeared to be wore them away slowly. It is claimed that with all the 

recent difficulties to copyright regulation, the internet as well as online technologies for sharing, such as 
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platforms like Instagram, has extended at so much level the availability.In view of the evolution of online 

technologies and especially online sharing technologies, using conducts changed, modifying the manner in 

which copyright guarded content is used, appreciated and priced85. In addition, online technologies facilitated 

users in order to share and communicate with an enormous number of individuals who are users as well across 

borders. Technology permits boundless distribution and along with the motivation of social media platforms, 

posting and sharing has rapidly turned into a widely-accepted class of the culture nowadays, as we can see 

from different statistics that Instagram receives millions of photos in the platform every month. This turns 

sharing into a total practicality of internet and more specific social platforms, like Instagram86. This leads as 

to the conclusion that it is extremely difficult to control the dissemination of information on social networks 

and once materials are shared online, it means that it is available and sharable to the whole of the users 

worldwide.  

Despite that, research has showed that platforms’ users are conscious as to if their presents and performance 

on the internet is lawful as disclosed through a study made in 200987 to students, where 84% of them when 

asked if they are familiar with the meaning of copyright law answered yes, but then when they have been 

asked to give a specification of copyright their answers were entirely or somewhat false. Back in 200388, 

different studies reported that a considerable amount of individuals most of them of younger age, considered 

that digital music sharing was virtuously allowable and later on, in 2009, the SABIP, mentioned that 

‘additionally there is a considerable evidence that a great number of people do not regard software copying 

to be a moral issue whatsoever’89. The above view of the SABIP, a year later was verified through a survey, 

in which young individuals participated, that have ‘moderately great levels of anti-copyright standards’ and 

the survey concluded that ‘the younger demographic are certain that the technology of content sharing has a 

high number of advantageous uses and therefore, copyright regulation is obsolete or biased to music 

administrators90’. Also, another survey in 2012, supported what it was found in the previous surveys and 

demonstrated that individuals of younger age did not have either ethical or moral worries in relation to the 

exercise of copyright violation on the internet91. Noted that in 2015 an examination concluded that knowledge 

of copyright violation is something which still be puzzling for platforms’ users and stated that 40% of those 

users declare to be ‘not extremely assured’ or even not at all around the topic what is consider to be lawful 
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and not in the internet92.  Summarising all the above studies mentioned, it is accepted that the evolution of 

modernise technology has had a consequential effect in the way that copyright content are used. The new 

technology brought both advantages and difficulties and as it was underline ‘the digital radical change has 

cause tremendous advantages and chances for countries worldwide that are creative, innovative and 

adaptable, yet, such a quick alteration brings also difficulties. The prevailing difficulty …. to underline is that 

of holding the legislative basis which implements to our digital and original areas contemporary in a rapidly 

growing and changing planet.93  

The Internet has been regarded to promote the sharing idea via modern technologies which permit immediate 

communication and interplay of a non restricted extent of materials worldwide. Hence, the internet, produced 

a spread and expansion to communication as a notion. Eventually, it is highlighted that the essence of the 

internet was aimed to be an accessible sharing internet site, yet, this is opposite to the confined acts of copying, 

that their main goal is to prevent unpermitted sharing of copyright safeguarded content. This dissimilarity has 

grow extremely with the evolution of social networks and platforms nowadays.  

2.3. Originality under European Law  

The standard of originality in the EU is the criterion for copyright safeguarding in distinct legal administrations 

all over the European Union94. It performs as a ‘door’ and consequently determines the extent of safeguarding. 

It could indeed consider the philosophical basics of the individual copyright schemes. It hinges on an essential 

strategy argument between law experts and as to which ‘place’ to set the limit among safeguarded and not 

content95. Nevertheless, copyright rules in the European Union hardly specify the vital element of originality 

and additionally, misses an encoded common explanation of ‘work’. Usually, countries of the European Union 

mainly give safeguarding inferior to their respective rules that can be vary considerably. Moreover, Directives 

in the European Union solely explain originality for photographs, computer programs and databases and 

stating that originality is the ‘author’s own intellectual creation96’. Around  2009 – 2012, the ECJ seized the 

occasion to  develop on the exact forms of the EU originality criterion in five milestone judgements. 

Subordinate to EU copyright legislation the essential originality criterion is as mentioned earlier ‘the author’s 

own intellectual creation’, and this criterion practises horizontally to the entire content veiled by the Directives 

found in the EU97. As demonstrated in the case of Infopaq,98 the ‘author’s own intellectual standard is found 

at the time the authors are able to perform free and original options and add their own special mark on the 
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work99.  Another point arises from the ECJ cases , is that it suffices to attain the needed degree of originality 

that authors perform various free as well as creative options and thus adding their personal mark on the 

work100. Contrary, ability and work, even in consequential numbers, are not favouring free and creative options 

and consequently do not give rise to the creation of a material owning the needed originality.  

In the case of Infopaq101 which concerned ‘originality’, the Court highlighted that it is obvious from the 

common system of Article 2(5) and 2(8) of the Berne Convention102, that the safeguarding of a definite content 

like artistic and academic materials implies that they are intellectual productions. Equally, distinct works such 

as databases and photographs, are guarded through copyright solely where they are original in the way that 

they are ‘the own intellectual creation of the author’. Copyright under the definition of Art. 2(a) is responsible 

to be implemented solely in connection to a content that is regarded as original based on the definition given 

that it is ‘the own intellectual creation of the author’103.  

2.4 Directive 2019/790  

In April 2019, following a period of legislative procedures Digital Single Market Directive 2019/790104 

(hereinafter ‘New Directive’) was approved. The centre of the New Directive is found on the following three 

principal targets : (a) more cross border admission for nationals to copyright guarded content online, (b) 

producing right terms for digital networks as well as services in order to thrive and (c) create fair terms of the 

game for greater operating copyright ‘marketplace’, that specifies production of great quality content material 

and increasing rise of  possibility of digital economy105. The objective is to permit for broader online access 

to materials through attempting to decrease the dissimilarities among copyright law in national level106. 

Furthermore, the Commission stressed the significance of online platforms and the intense place they have, 

that they asserted might conceivably influence other individuals in the marketplace107. Arise from the 

aforementioned power is the necessity to warrant that platforms’ users, particularly the little ones, are 

safeguarded from hate speech and the damaging content posted online108. Also, with the New Directive, the 

Commission attempts to strengthens the place of the right holders. One of the most significant characteristics 

is that it bestows a chance to the creators, authors and right holders of content to deal with Online Content 

Sharing Service Provider ( hereinafter OCSSP) on the way their work is uploaded, shared, posted and used on 

the online platform in order to receive preferred compensation for their work and could exercise greater control 
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on it109. The new duty as mentioned above, regards to a great extent platforms which benefit financially from 

hosting copyright guarded content on their online platform, frequently without the approval of the right owner. 

The New Directive, gives an active character to OCSSP to avert and compel copyright violation110. Through 

the introduction of a duty on OCSSP to attain licenses or otherwise obtain permission from right owners to 

look for the content they permit to be shared and post on their platform and consequently make it available to 

the public. Alternatively, where any content which is not authorised is uploaded and posted in the site of the 

platform they will be held accountable for that specific content, since the ‘safe harbour’ safeguard111 

subordinate to Article 14 of E-Commerce Directive112 does not implemented any more. Notwithstanding, the 

stipulation that caused content supervision compulsory was extracted from the final and authorised version of 

the New Directive, there is even now a duty on platforms to preclude uploads and posts of unapproved content, 

that appears improbable without enacting a filtering process113. 

One of the most debatable articles of the New Directive is Article 17114 which have received a lot of criticism 

equally from platforms, users of the internet as well as human rights lawyers, as it furnishes the basis for 

content filtering and also causes mediators accountable for the content uploaded on their platforms by users.  

With the internet developing into extremely popular in the end of nineties, legislators were present new and 

additional challenges concerning law as well as regulations on the internet, and more specifically in the area 

of Intellectual Property115. Furthermore, there was a motive to emphasis on the position of intermediaries to 

work out legal problems such as IP rights and user privacy. A crucial question was presented as to who actually 

is responsible for infringing content that posted/uploaded or even stored on the systems hosted from 

intermediaries. 

2.4.1 Article 17 of the New Directive  

The new Directive was the consequence of an urgently needed renovation in order to upgrade and modernise 

the entire Copyright Law in the European Union. The key alteration to Article 17 of the New Directive is the 

fact that responsibility for violating material online has now been inverted among right holds and online 

content service providers. Article 17 of the New Directive has impacted platforms that permit their users to 

share their content with different users around the world, this contains platforms such as Youtube, Facebook 
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and Instagram, which host User Generated Content (hereinafter UGC)116. The principal aim of platforms – 

like the ones mentioned above- is to ‘store and grant permission to the public of copyright safeguarded 

content’ and additionally , that content ought to be uploaded and posted by users117’. In addition, it is crucial 

to underline that the wording includes that online platforms have a significant part in ‘profit making purposes’, 

that rules out it from the liability restriction found under Article 14 of the E-Commerce Directive118. Platforms, 

which store or else allow their users to upload or post copyrighted content for different grounds like non-profit 

or online marketplace, that solely provide retail and not admission to copyrighted content, are expelled from 

the OCSSP’s meaning given under the New Directive119. It is essential to mentioned that under the New 

Directive there can be found a number of unclear and vague terms that can resulted in doubtfulness as to which 

platforms are incorporated pursuant to OCSSP, in the meaning itself ‘large amount of copyright- protected 

content120’ together with recitals 62 which stated that ‘should target only services that play an important 

role121’.Therefore, it is up to the translators or decoders to determine what composes as ‘large amount’ and 

what is an ‘important role’122.   

Furthermore, Article 17123 underlines that OCSSP, is regarded to be any service that executes an ‘act of 

communication to the public’ and is thus accountable for their content. Article 17 of the New Directive clearly 

declares that when an OCSSP accomplishes an act of ‘communicating to the public’ or else an act of ‘making 

available to the public’ based on the requirements specified in the New Directive, the restriction of 

accountability fixed in Article 14 does not implement124. The above mentioned no more implement to 

platforms and they should license the entire of copyrighted protected content that is uploaded and posted on 

their platforms in order to evade accountability for copyright infringement. On platforms which posts and 

uploads user generated content the harms for copyright violations might be burly. As an illustration, in 2017 

Youtube, that was considered to be a relatively new site, was accused by Viacom125, for posting and uploading 

copyright protected content to the platform for lawful damages more that 1 billion126. Besides, Internet giants 
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such as Facebook and Instagram are able to meet the expense of an enormous amount in damages, yet for 

small corporations this will be extremely harmful. Lately, there are many fresh corporations that are presented 

on the social media scenery, they promote originality as well as variety and difference and also bring 

individuals close from all around the world.   

2.4.2 Duties of Service Providers and the Requirement of Best Efforts  

A debatable and extremely vital provision of the New Directive for this thesis is the ‘upload filter’ warrant 

consecrate from the New Directive’s Article 17127. The Infosoc Directive128 does not satisfactorily protects 

right owners from unlawful online exercises on guarded content. This is especially the case when guarded 

works are shared through wide extent market participants. On account of that, Article 17 of the New Directive 

was created for the purpose of protecting the earnings of right owners in cases they create original materials 

to be distributed on the internet129. Contrary, Art.17 aims to limit the strength of important players on the 

market to benefit from the original and creative effects of right owners. In order to achieve that, the term at 

hand upsets the former responsibility system at the cost of online service providers. The so called, ‘upload 

filter’ warrant, is a substantial indication of a movement supporting the New Directive’s approaches and is an 

appealing to be an advancement in the fields of copyright, because of the fact that its very substances is to turn 

those subjects immediately and ‘straight’ accountable for the uploaded content of their users130. Article 17 of 

the New Directive indicates online content-sharing service providers. At this point it is crucial to underline 

the definition of OCSSPs as given in the New Directive. An OCSSP is consider to be ‘a provider of an 

information society service of which the central or one of the principal aims is to save and permit access to 

the public of a significant quantity of copyright-guarded materials or else guarded content uploaded and 

shared by the platform’s users, that it arranges and encourages for profit making objectives131’. It is apparent 

from the Article 17 that it aims to ‘capture’ extensive class of service providers, yet, it principally aims 

universal range online sites132. Subordinate to Art.17(1)&(2)133, and the new legislative requirements that 

fixed by it, OCSSPs communicate or create public materials in cases they grant the public access to the 

copyrighted materials shared on the platforms from the users. Furthermore, OCSSPs may later be permitted 

to communicate or make accessible to the public contents or distinct materials solely upon permission by the 

owners of the right. Permissions must conceal actions performed from the services’ users be placed inside the 

extent of Article 3 Directive 2001/29/EC in case they are not performing on an economic ground or in case 
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their performance doe not create substantial incomes. Article 17(2)134 sets higher focus on licensing contracts, 

though permissions may also grab a distinct form. Notwithstanding, Member States must strengthen legal 

actions in order to assists the completion of agreements among the participants and especially licensing 

contracts. The issue is that if the permission is not issues, the OCSSPs can be accountable for actions of 

communicating and make accessible to the public copyrighted guarded materials and distinct contents and 

goes along with the arguments that this condition composes nearly an insuperable barrier for OCSSPs, that 

are being inconceivable to acquire innumerable amount of permissions135. In comparison to the suggestion of 

the Commission, in the Directive the responsibilities on OCSSPs were rather eased. Additionally, Art.17(8)136, 

rules out that OCSSPs can be forced to honour monitoring responsibilities subordinate to the New Directive. 

However, because of experiential and legitimate issues impacting new duties, DSM Directive is insufficient 

in protecting OCSSPs’ privileges in this regard, to the extent that Art.17(8) declines a class of ‘political 

declaration’. The latest administration will probably be in accordance to complicate algorithms and make 

OCSSPs ineffective ‘internet police officers’137.  

Article 17(4) of the New Directive138 provides that OCSSPs are able to evade responsibility for unlicensed 

behaviours if they show that they have completed three accumulative encumbrance duties. Initially, they have 

done ‘best efforts to guarantee, in relation to great industry morals of professional application, the 

inaccessibility of the materials or other content for which the owner of the right have given appropriate and 

essential details139. This means that OCSSPs can launch technological tools to acknowledge and discover 

photos, music and videos and any type of content that is guarded by copyright. Secondly, they have made  

‘best efforts’ to acquire permission from the right owner and lastly following the acceptance of an adequately 

confirmed notice by the right owners, they have performed promptly to cripple access to, or wither to eliminate 

from their platforms, the informed materials or any content and ‘made best efforts’, to hinder their uploads in 

the future in relation to the first duty described140. Nevertheless, if the OCSSPs fail to satisfy one or even more 

of the conditions explained above this does not imply immediate and automatic accountability of an OCSSP141. 

On the fifth paragraph of Artcile 17 of the New Directive stipulates that the evaluation of the OCSSPs’ general 
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conduct should be performed by considering the principal components of the case involved and in view of the 

doctrine of proportionality142.  

Ultimately, Article 17(7)143 states that OCSSP’s encumbrance duties must not hinder that material shared by 

users is accessible if that conduct does not violate copyright and also presents a unique rule for a number of 

limitations and exceptions confirmed by given users in case they share and make accessible work created by 

another uses on the site of OCSSPs. Moreover, the previous can be permitted by Member States to depend on 

derogations, for instance review, critique, caricature, parody or pastiche. Exceptions and limitations included 

in Art. 17(7) of the New Directive are compulsory144. This provision is of great significance, in accordance 

with what proposed in Recital 70, it will have principal part in the adequate balance to beat, in cases that 

different interests cause conflicts among elementary right to property, containing IP and ‘freedom of 

expression145’. Subordinate to Art. 17(9)146, national provisions must force OCSSPs to establish efficient and 

quick complaint and remedy tools that users are able to activate in order to question the deactivating of access 

to, or the deleting of works or any other content shared by the users. In order to avoid any ambiguities, 

Art.17(9)147 does not preclude users from carrying activities prior national justices, as it offers for a 

compulsory tool to be in a voluntary method.  

2.4.3 Pastiche, Satire and Comedy  

With the purpose of handling the difficulties to freedom of speech that may arise because of the automated 

implementation of Article 17, it states that preventive/encumbrance actions ‘shall not result in the prohibition 

of the accessibility of operations or else content uploaded and posted from users, that do not violate 

copyright148’. Additionally, there was dispute concerning the ‘death of meme culture’ as was examined by 

Bashar in his article, at the time that Article 17 arose, as platforms would be compelled to remove copyrighted 

content149. Memes as well as gifs , a very essential piece of social media, are considered to be user generated 

photos of most copyright material150. Users , might use copyrighted protected works for different reasons such 

as quotation, criticism, review and also for the use and role of pastiche, comedy and caricature in the subject 

matter they are creating/generating151. From a practical point of view, this may not remarkably direct, as what 
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means is applied to remove copyright protected content to preclude it from being posted and uploaded will 

not be able to interpret the circumstances in which they were utilised.  

2.4.4. Protecting Users  

Following the examination of the duties of service providers, it is vital to analyse the protection that Article 

17 gives to users of online platform. Paragraph 2 of Article 17 declares permissions to use works gained from 

the OCSSPs as well expands to non-commercial activities from service users152. Essentially, this regulations 

holds the ‘weight’ of concern regarding authorisation on the platforms of the ordinary platform user. 

Additionally, paragraph 7 prohibits ‘ collaboration among OCSSPs and right holders’ from averting platform’s 

users from sharing and uploading materials that does not either violate copyright or is guarded by copyright 

exclusion153. Remarkably, paragraph 7 does not merely signify that service providers and owners of the right 

are not able to combine or cooperate in order to avoid users to upload and share lawful subject matter, but 

conversely, ‘collaboration speaks about the measures that platforms bring in completing their responsibilities 

towards the right holders154. Paragraph 7 necessitates the whole of the Member States to acknowledge a class 

of copyright limitations as well as exceptions, such as quotation, caricature, review, parody and pastiche as 

explain prior155. Furthermore, service providers should inform copyright limitations and exceptions’ users 

within their conditions of service. Concluding, paragraph 9 attempts to avert right holders from misusing the 

copyright legislation156. It demands right holders to give reasons for demanding service providers to delete 

works. In addition, needs OCSSPs to give an ‘efficient and quick complaint and redress mechanism’ with 

reviews by different individuals for users that quarrel the disposal of or deactivate of subject matter they 

shared, containing out of court solutions and remedies as well as in court, in order to figure out these 

arguments157.  

2.4.5. Avoiding Accountability under Article 17 (Licensing & Filtering) 

Under Article 17, there are two instruments through which online platforms can prevent copyright 

infringement liability158. Initially, they may attempt to acquire a license from the right owners to hide the acts 

of the platform’s users. In case they will not obtain a permission or license from the holders of the right they 

will be accountable for their users sharing copyright guarded material on their online platform. The other 
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mechanism, is to filter the subject matter which is being posted and uploaded to the online platform, and 

ensure the copyright protected content is automatically postponed from the online platforms.  

Licensing  

Moving on, this part of the thesis will examine the first mechanism by which online platforms have the 

possibility to duck copyright infringement accountability. Licensing and obtaining permission for content 

material has its barriers, online platforms which host user generated content and daily new content is posted 

and uploaded all over the world by millions of users, as well as the copyright safeguarded material is able to 

vary from images and videos. This means that it will demand online platforms, which in our case are 

considered to be the intermediaries, to foresee every little thing that the platform’s users can upload and/or 

post and obtain licenses from countless rightholders. This means that, for start-ups and small online platforms 

it would be extremely costly to gain licenses in order to host subject matter on their platforms159. Recital 61 , 

Article 17(7) of the New Directive160 , declares that ‘right holders must not be compelled to grant permission 

to conclude licensing contracts’. Nevertheless, an OCSSP who communicates or express to the public is oblige 

to acquire a license, and this may cause an ‘asymmetry’ among the parties161.  

Further to the above, a platform pursuing a license for UGC is experiencing a complex licensing duty, as the 

platforms are accessible almost all over the world, yet a huge participatory crowd it’s unpredictable the type 

of content that will be uploaded and posted on the site, preferably the license must incorporate the entire 

scope162. It is essential to underline that Umbrella Licensing is not accessible in the majority of the European 

Union Member States, although an online platform is in a position to find a joint community determined to 

enter license for UGC163 with ‘umbrella effect’ submitted in Article 17(2) of the New Directive164, it will still 

meet an extremely crucial issue of absence of harmonisation. As Martin Sentftleben, highlighted, the joint 

society scenery is considerably disunited and broken and an UGC deal obtainable in a Member State could be 

restricted to that area165. An additional alternative is a mandatory licensing system, that appears like a 

productive system in order to rule copyright guarded materials and is able to be given through the government 

that can compel right holders to license their content to copyright guarded materials to platforms that wishes 
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to use those contents166. By doing this it will be decreased the chance of  monopoly costs while at the same 

time rising consumer excesses but contrary will resulted in a grow in executive price167. 

Filtering  

At this part of the thesis it will be analysed the second mechanism, the so called filtering. As it was made 

obvious in a number of previous judgments of the CJEU, both enterprising and proactive monitoring as well 

as filtering are considered to be versus to the law in the EU168. In the definitive version of the New Directive, 

there is no referral to efficient technologies to ensure the withdrawal of copyright guarded content. 

Additionally, the aforementioned referrals to technical actions that emerged initially have been substituted 

with ‘hazy’ and ‘unclear’ terminology, for instance ‘best efforts’ and ‘relevant and necessary information’. 

These ‘hazy’ and ‘unclear’ terms are able to be unfurled to explication, and even though there is not a 

widespread monitoring duty it does not preclude OCCSP from willingly engrossing in overall monitoring to 

elude obligation subordinate to Article 17169.  

Further to the above, an additional issue with filtering is that it will demand subject monitoring, which 

previously was forbidden by Article 15 of the E-Commerce Directive170. By referring to ‘specific works’, 

Article 17171, attempted to discover a notice that require to be monitored. Nonetheless, it is not conceivable 

without general monitoring. Consequently, this will result to dispute among the E-Commerce Directive and 

the New Directive, as averting future posts and uploads of copyright guarded work will give rise to general 

monitoring of the entire subject that is uploaded and posted to that specific platform. Filtering as well as 

blocking ‘by hand’ in order to extract copyright protected content might set a logistical and economical barrier   

on online platform and also, it is probable to bring up automated blocking and filtering implements172. 

However, as Giancarlo Frosio wrote in his article , these automated blocking and filtering instruments could 

threaten the freedom of expression, since algorithmic procedures are not able to restore ‘human judgment’173.  

3. Instagram  

Nowadays, Instagram is considered to be one of the most famous online platforms which permits users to 

upload, post and share image-associated content in three distinct forms : picture, story or video. Instagram 

provides its users with the possibility to retain and also share their everyday life occasions with friends, family 
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and other platform’s users via videos , impermanent photo shares as well as posts with filters174. Furthermore, 

photos and videos have turned into a principal piece of online social network attendance. Based on a survey 

which carried out in 2013 by the Pew Research Center, 54% of users older than the age of 18 shares images 

equally to videos that are made through them, meanwhile 52% of social media users share photos and 26% of 

the users share videos that are created by them175. In 2017, according to Instagram Press, users share around 

80 million images everyday and the 67% of the posts that are shared on the Instagram platform are videos. 

Moreover, Instagram, that was obtained in 2012  by Facebook, had been initiated in 2010 and until 2017 had 

achieved  500 million day-to-day dynamic users. As mentioned above, Facebook purchased Instagram in 2012 

and since then it has turned into the quickest developing online platform globally. In a research in 2017 

Instagram showed that users upload 95 billion images and videos on a daily basis on the platform176. That 

triumph of the Instagram platform was reinforced from the Pew Report that underlined that photo connected 

content has turned into pivotal social legal tenders online. The ‘characteristics’ of that specific platform have 

furnished comparable social media chances like Twitter offers to its users. Instagram platform, causes visual 

sharing appealing and charming to its users who wish to share photos and videos instantly, for instance, a 

platform’s user has a number of followers that are able to view any photos that the user shares, without the 

need for the user to follow his followers back177. Through privacy settings the users have the opportunity to 

select if they want their photos to be openly accessible to all the users and not solely his followers. This means 

that if the user choose to allow his images to be available to the public, any user of the platform could be able 

to view his photos. Also, users of that specific platform can see the accounts of Instagram users on Google 

search. It is crucial to underline at this point that, via the aforementioned setting, when platform’s users permit 

else users to view as well as bestow to the shared images by likes or comments or in any other way, they thus 

diminish the ‘tete-a-tete’ chat. Consequently, this sharing-producing circumstances the legitimate problems, 

especially in connection to copyright are rapidly turning more visible. Generally, platforms were produced in 

order to assist Internet users to associate with other users around the world effortlessly via producing, posting 

, sharing , examining distinct works containing videos equally to photos. Exceptionally, the platform of 

Instagram is recognised to be a platform which provides characteristics that permit its users to share photo 

connected content. Despite that, all online platforms and Instagram as well, give a chance to violate copyright 

content, especially in cases where the users allow their shared works to be available to the whole users of the 

platform. Additionally, Instagram authorise its users to put hashtags, which in one way permits photographers 

to classify their own works in particular area and therefore aid platform’s users to discover particular photos 

and images they want178. Instagram permits its users to ‘hold’ a rare ‘post one – share many’ notion which is 
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not usually applied from users on distinct platforms. Nonetheless, several debate that even though right owners 

copyright might be violated, there can be some favourable effects from users posting and sharing their subject 

matter.  

This part of the thesis has presented Instagram in general and the characteristics of the social sites. Following 

it will be analysed the terms of use and the legal consequences of producing and sharing photos on the platform 

called Instagram.  

3.1. Instagram Terms of Use and Basics  

Instagram is a famous online platform that permits as mentioned above its users to share and post their images 

within the platform’s site. Summarising the most interesting features of Instagram as described 

aforementioned, the photos on Instagram are able to be shared and posted with reference to the location and 

add as explained above hashtags , following the usage of distinct filters and alterations179. With the feature of 

hashtag users worldwide can search and directed quickly to the images related to their fascinate.  Individuals 

have the opportunity to communicate through following other users and screening one another’s accounts and 

additionally through leaving a comment or a like on someone’s else shared photograph180. Similar, to other 

social media platforms, Instagram accompanies with its individual group of terms and conditions that are 

separated into diverse parts. Instantly, after individuals sign up for been users of the platform and make a 

profile, they are right away ‘tied’ by the terms and conditions of Instagram181.  

The initial term that Instagram’s users must obey with is the age condition, particularly not be  under thirteen 

years old at the moment of enrolment182. Subsequent, to the overall requirements, it is confirmed that the 

platform’s users that choose to erase and delete their profile on Instagram, they will not be permitted to see or 

even communicate and interact via their erased profile/account. Nevertheless, the uploaded content of the 

account that has been deleted is able to be still accessible by the Service Provider, yet, solely in case where 

the information has been posted and shared once more prior the ‘ending’ and closure of the profile/account183. 

Also, by deleting the profile/account from the platform, has as a consequence the rights and permissions 

granted to the platform’s user not to be established any longer184.  

Subordinate to the terms and conditions of that specific platform, there is a division called ‘Rights’ that 

declares that Instagram is not authorised to assert possession of the works that had been shared by the users in 

the platform that has posted in its service185. At the same time, by exercising Instagram and accepting the 
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terms and conditions of use, a platform user is constrained to the platform among a license which ‘bestows to 

Instagram a non-exclusive, fully paid and royalty-free, transferable, sub-licensed, globally license to use the 

Content that you post and share on or through the Service’186. Aside from the above, the part of terms and 

conditions does not clarify properly the specific licenses and does not as a matter of fact allude to substitute 

licensing similar to Creative Commons187.  

For the purpose of the use of the Service, an active individual who uses the platform, is required to verify that 

the shared content by him are actually owned solely through him, or otherwise, or that he in some way acquires 

the rights and licenses in order to post and share specific subject, which he dos not violate copyrights though 

distributing posts and additionally that he is qualified to join the conditions and terms of the platform in 

relation to his jurisdiction and power188. In addition, users allow Instagram to deduct posts in the absence of 

giving a notice and subsequently to retain it in the event of any legal conditions that the platform possibly 

have to pursue189. Considering that Instagram is ‘located’ and managed in the United States of America (US) 

, US legislative basis is that which governs the platform190.  

Besides, a substantial part found in the terms and conditions of Instagram is that which concerns the 

infringement of Copyright and Intellectual Property. It merely asserts that users of that specific platform are 

oblige to appreciate and obey copyright and that persistent violation of rights under Intellectual Property are 

able to achieve cancellation of an account on Instagram191. Further to this, Instagram guides its users towards 

a site which describes the fundamentals concerning both trademarks and copyright192. Users might be directed 

to the so-called ‘Help Center’ site at which users are capable of reporting a forceable infringement of 

copyright, and acquire responses to any asked question that might arise in relation to copyrights193. If an 

individual wishes to report an infringe which took place on the platform, there exist an application-form, that 

could be fulfilled online by users of the platform or else by individuals that do not hold a profile on 

Instagram194. The objection or complaint have the chance to be raised by either the author or by others that 

are given permission by the author of the content. Furthermore, an objection that contains ‘a complete 

copyright claim’ according to the ‘Help Center’ may delivered through different means, for instance letter, 

email or fax.  

3.2. Who Owns Photos Shared On Instagram  
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The fundamental copyright licence a user gives to Instagram when he/she share and post content on the site 

of the platform is highlighted below ‘Your Commitments in Instagram’s Terms of Use’ below the subheading 

‘ Permissions You Give to Us’195. It is key to quote the text exactly as is presented under ‘Permissions You 

Give to Us’196  ‘We do not claim ownership of your content, but you grant us a license to use it. Nothing is 

changing about your rights in your content. We do not claim ownership of your content that you post on or 

through the Service and you are free to share your content with anyone else, wherever you want. 

Notwithstanding, we need certain legal ) permission from you (Known as a ‘License) to provide the Service197. 

When you share, post, or upload content which is covered by Intellectual Property rights (for instance photos 

or videos on or in connection with our Service, you hereby grant to Instagram a non-exclusive, royalty-free, 

transferable, sub-licensable, worldwide license to host, use, distribute, modify, run, copy, publicly perform or 

display, translate, and create derivative works of your content (consistent with your privacy and application 

settings)198. This license will end when your content is deleted from our systems. You can delete content 

individually or all at once by deleting your account.’199  

Copyright regulation supplies that the holder of the copyright in any work is the creator of that work and 

therefore, initially, the copyright owner of a photo is the one who took the photo, which means the 

photographer. As presented above, in the terms of use of Instagram it mentioned that Instagram does not ‘claim 

ownership of user’s content, yet, the user gives Instagram a non-exclusive, fully paid, and royalty free, 

transferable, sub-licensable, worldwide license to use their works. To clarify it, it implies that the user have 

the opportunity to license their content to third parties (non-exclusive), and by using royalty-free it signifies 

that Instagram has liberal usage of the content that the users post and share on the platform. Additionally, 

Instagram is able to pass the rights that has been given to it to use the work/content, to a third party in the 

absence of the authorisation from the creators – transferable which Instagram used, means that the platform is 

able to openly allocate or transfer the rights given to the platform from the users to someone else, a third party, 

frequently with respect to the task). Instagram is capable to license the ‘use of the users works to another 

individual , sub-license signifying Instagram is able to license the work licensed to the platform to someone 

else, a third party and also Instagram have the ability to this in any place , world-wide. Lastly, Instagram have 

the opportunity to edit or copy or share or communicate the works of his users that had been shared on the 

platform to the public. Intrinsically, whereas Instagram does not possess the work per se, it has practically the 

entire rights of an individual that is the right-owner, excluding the actuality that it is not an ‘exclusive license’, 

which means that a holder of a photo will hold minor alternative opposed Instagram or its associates who they 
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sub-licensed to200. Regrettably, Instagram’s users and in general the users of social media platforms do not 

read analogous agreements201. Even supposing that the users study the license, this is improbable to delay 

them from using Instagram, by virtue of its reputation and fame202. Regardless, it will be necessary for 

especially a photographer to know and understand the terms and conditions of Instagram, specifically in case 

they licenced a photograph to another individual, a third party, pursuant to an exclusive licence, sharing and 

posting the photograph on their own Instagram profile will infringe that licence203. Wherefore, ‘the terms and 

conditions of use’ have not been cordially greeted and as many stated ‘ Individuals have the right to be 

distressed and bothered as this is still a further case of an agreement which is not regarded as user-

friendly’204. In 2012, and as a reply to the above statement, Instagram mentioned that ‘ Instagram users own 

their own content and Instagram does not claim any ownership rights over your photos. Nothing about this 

has changed. We respect that there are creative artists and hobbyists alike that pour their heart into creating 

beautiful photos, and we respect that your photos are your photos. Period. I always want you to feel 

comfortable sharing your photos on Instagram and we will always work hard to foster and respect our 

community and go out of our way to support its rights’205.  

Nonetheless, the terms of the arrangement continue as mentioned above, that the platform’s users give a ‘ non 

exclusive, free, worldwide licence’ in order to use the photos by any means and along with the untouched 

fame of the platform, indicates that although there was a fallout, social satisfaction that the Instagram’s users 

gain of the service outweighs their worries regarding copyright206. Furthermore, from the point of view of 

Instagram, possibly it is required for Instagram, which is regarded as a private enterprise, to safeguard the 

enterprise and have ‘entrance’ to the users uploaded works and in general content for both marketing and 

advertising’ targets207.   

At this point it is essential to underline that, equal rules do not implement to the content of the Platform, 

Instagram. The terms explicitly present that content which is hold by the platform itself is guarded via 

Intellectual Property law, thus, users have no authorisation to eliminate or delete, change or hide either 

copyright or trademark subject, replicate, alter, adjust, produce evolved subjects, exhibit, distribute and 

publish, send , license, transmit or alternatively use and leverage Instagram’s subject matter. The 
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aforementioned, might give the impression to be insincere from the viewpoint of the platform’s users, though, 

from the viewpoint of intellectual property it appears to be a typical policy in order to give protection to the 

benevolence of a label. In spite of this, this is difficult and rase numerous issues for distinct platform-app 

creators. An essential point to underline is the fact that there are several apps which in reality are not produced 

by Instagram, yet they are performing in connection with Instagram and are produced by third-parties, like 

Insta Save and Repost for that exact platforms208. Furthermore, there are several apps, like Insta Save which 

tolerate users to post again, the so called re-post, or observe the ‘behaviour’ and actions of the followers , 

something which is not given by the platform itself.  

Moving on, there are distinct methods which a user is able to produce content on its Instagram account, like 

uploading and sharing images, videos and stories , which are non-permanent videos that last 24 hours. 

Moreover, Instagram users have the ability to share and publish their photos via ‘putting’ a number of 

dissimilar filters to operate photos as well as videos and every component gives the choice to put a filter. Filter 

by definition is an editing and/or alteration implement that modifies the features and looks the photo or even 

the video. Complementary, Instagram gives the opportunity to its users to edit their work by cropping it, 

modifying shadows, lights and colours and also aids its users to upload and share their works via putting #  

mark. An important  feature of Instagram is that it permits its users to ‘mention’ other users followers (put 

their name on the post or comment) or not via adding @ mark. All these technical components are the basis 

of these type of platforms where you can share content, still, they ultimately caused for copyright guarded 

content to be unprotected and exposed to be copied, edited and communicate to the public by other users. In 

the event that an Instagram user, uploads their personal work they are certainly the possessor of copyright of 

their own creative content209. Nevertheless, it is standard practice for the individuals who use the platform to 

screen capture photographs from their ‘newsfeed and repost following the application of a recent filter. The 

question is if that composes an imitative subject and therefore a fresh copyright safeguarded content210. The 

position is vague and indefinite where an individual adds image improving instruments wrap or otherwise 

alter a photograph. As Lewis and Jessica211 stated in their article that originality and creativity does not occur 

in ‘a vacuum, it is a contemplative of the ‘societal climate’ at that moment212. Thus, as community and art 

evolves , alters and moves so requires for the copyright law213.    
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Furthermore, creative and inventive photos and images are guarded via copyright like artistic subject matter. 

The ‘door’ for inventiveness demands the originators to use their exclusive knowledge, work and exertion214 

or intellectual origination215.  The variance among these two meanings has been extensively argued. Several 

underlined that it emerges to have had restricted realistic consequences216, whereas some asserted that it has 

altered the creativity examination to a definite degree217. For that reason , CJEU and UK case law equally, are 

reviewed.  Initially, the CJEU offered an explanation on the basis of the aforementioned and stated that 

photographers may satisfy this characteristic through creating original options in arranging, photographing 

and improving the photograph, and therefore as mentioned in  a case ‘ the creator of a portrait photograph is 

able to stamp the work created with his own – personal touch’218. In the case of Painer219, it stated by the 

judges that not a single thing in EU Directive, agreed with the idea that the degree of guarding must rely on 

feasible dissimilarities in the extent of original freedom as concerns the creation of multiple classifications of 

contents. On account of that, the Court stated that the safeguarding ‘relished’ by a booking photo is not able 

to be subordinate to that relished from distinct materials, containing additional photo materials. With reference 

to Instagram platform, users hold the choice to include a filter which alters the characteristics and the way the 

photo looks, or otherwise edit the image with alternative choices, in particular, decreasing shades and rising 

light level or opposing. Moreover, this degree of alterations and edits on the photo is restrained to the 

Instagram’s system and possibly can not be performed that easily. Regardless, in view of the foregoing, it 

remains feasible that these content probably encounters creativity and inventiveness ‘door’ of copyright.  In 

essence, the growth and the development of the idea of origination equally to creation, notably with respect to 

technological improvements, has led to the adjustment of creative activity. In the case of the so called Naruto 

case220, the photographer claimed that he was the possessor of copyright of an image captured via a Monkey. 

He supported his dispute based on the event that he was the one that created the original options in the photo 

and he included his own individual originality by editing the photo. Another crucial case is the one of Red 

Bus221 where the Court regarded the extent of copyright on photographs in the light of three components that 

might a photo be  regarded as creative and original. The initial one lies in the specialities of perspective of the 

photo, the brightness as well as the shadows, the results accomplished by using the filters. The second aspect, 

lies in the formation of the background and the scene to be captured and arising from being in the appropriate 

spot on time. Nevertheless, the judgment of these case raised a lot of controversy and many stated that it must 
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elevate warning and that the notion polarity must be considered as the standpoint of rule. In addition, they 

stated that copyright must rather be extra liberal in permitting adoption for reasons of encouraging creation. 

A sample of materials inferring from Instagram photos is the popular satirical photo that Kanye West posted 

on his Instagram account where he kisses himself222. In reality this was a photo of Kanye West kissing his 

wife and not himself which was captured by a famous photographer. Later, Jen Lewis, altered and edited the 

photo, removing his wife and adding himself again in order to form a satirical material before sharing it on 

his Instagram account. Afterwards, an artist converted the photo in a street wall painting in the city of Sydney 

and then sold a copy of the wall painting for a huge amount of money. In such case, the subject matter would 

be regarded as a parody and thus, be placed inside the copyright exclusions as stated foregoing. However, it 

indicates the extraordinary, switch in modern practice of copyright photos as regards Instagram.  

Additionally, a quarrel was raised with reference to ‘selfie’ photo that was captured by a famous presenter at 

the Academy in 2014, which was sponsored via the brand Samsung223. The video camera was provided to the 

presenter by the brand Samsung though its advertising contract with the Academy. Broadly, whether the 

camera was leased from the photographer, he owns the copyright224. Conversely, in a number of instances, 

copyright possessor is able to be the individual who appoints the copyright. Following, the shared of the selfie 

in a number of platforms, like Instagram and Facebook, this case was studied a Los Angeles Entertainment 

Lawyer, proposed that ‘the presenter brought about the notion  for the selfie and pursued to carry it out’225. 

Moreover, in the method of creating the selfie, it turned obvious that the presenter required a crew, and thus a 

popular actor has claimed responsibility to be the one who took the photograph. It is important to underline at 

this point that obviously the presenter inhered to the participation of the actor. At that point, the action made 

by the actor was utilised from the presenter for a certain non- financial remuneration. Commonly, when a 

person’s original and inventive ‘donation’ turns into a piece of a ‘operation done for hire’, that is certainly 

clarified in a written agreement. In the aforementioned case, the presenter and the actor did not adequate period 

to enter into a written contract, yet, the actor has been part of the Hollywood industry for a long time to 

recognise that in the cases where he is engaged in the creation of a picture, it’s all the time a ‘work for hire’ 

case. On the creation of all the movies the actors as well as the entire of the crew who adds anything original 

and creative to a movies signs a contract with all the details in it. Bearing that in mind, that specific actor was 

knowledgeable of the normal commercial activity of this type of business and could be sensibly supposed to 

perform likewise in the lack of a written agreement. In contrast, based to the opinion of an entertainment 

lawyer, photos copyright is the actor’s who pushed the curtain. It highlights the situation as ‘it’s constantly 
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been the individual who pushed the curtain who’s technically the individual that holds copyright226’. After 

concluding who holds the copyright ‘… they grant it to the individual that precisely pushed the pins227’. 

Contrary, there is an disagreement concerning that Samsung may hold the copyright of the photo, though, it 

was argued that Samsung is not able to hold the copyright. The questioned raised is around who owns the 

‘selfie’, the actor who captured the selfie or the presenter who is the possessor of the camera. It was underlined 

that ‘if the brand – Samsung had signed a written contract with the presenter that they would entirely hold the 

rights to the image, which then may not possibly implement to the actor’.  

Concluding, the creative subject material shared on the platforms by the users is possessed by them, yet, they 

bestow to Instagram a charitable licence, which permits them broad use of the photos228. Furthermore, via the 

exercise of editing instruments it is probable that platform’s users are able to produce imitative content, 

however, there is to be a utilisation of the regulation around this topic. It is noteworthy, that users most of the 

times do not study or comprehend the terms of use. As regards photographers licencing their content, it is 

exceptionally crucial to acknowledged that in the event they share their photo on the platform, it go through a 

generous licence that contains sub-licence privileges229. Whereas, not being conscious of this restrictions their 

ability to licence their content somewhere else or otherwise cause them to be in violation of that licence, user-

contract and copyright legislations.  

3.3. Requirements for Re-use and Re-production of images  

It is standard that social media platforms supply tasks that permit images to be uploaded, shared and reposted 

and those acts are able to give rise to copyright violation, which means that it is significant as a platform user 

to consider prior performing this type of act. Several platforms supply for information with respect to 

copyright violation, yet, as the platforms commonly renounce any type of responsibility for violation of a user 

falls with the user to evade these acts. Provided that the aim of the platform as mentioned prior, is for users to 

upload, share and post images and any type of content, the action of re-using and re-posting images usually 

arise on those type of platforms. The platforms, commonly have tools of sharing images through others in the 

platforms in the service or otherwise to a third-party and it is able to be an issue of the platform’s users, 

exercising a different app to reshare an image230. The aim of resharing an image actually is up to the user and 

there may be a number of different reasons for such an act231. In a prior study around the platforms of Flickr, 
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it has been demonstrated that there are a lot of different purposes and intentions that the users have when 

uploading and sharing to the platform. Where not the whole number of the platform’s users have the mentality 

or interest to share images, this can probably assist the consideration that several users are highly possible to 

violate copyright. Users which personally do not have an in sharing images are capable to not contemplate the 

will for subject matter holders to obtain appreciation for their work. Moreover, it may probably be of greater 

importance for the platform that appreciation of an extent diversity in the use of the platform to give 

information concerning copyright and lucidity in demonstrating that the images shared are guarded232. The 

manner in which the images are re-shared on the platforms are different and it is able to merely be a repost of 

an image, which leads to be in relation with the user resharing the image in an equal form like the first and 

original one233. Otherwise, it may be shared after is being edited, with filters on the photo, several effects and 

any other ‘imputations’ which may turned it into more eminent in relation to the first and original one. A 

notion of law which may probably be relevant to the use of images on these platforms is that of restriction and 

limitation on specific right which the copyright owner has234. This would be as concerns the US law the ‘fair 

use’235 law and for the EU the exceptions and limitations as described above on these thesis.  

3.4. Copyright Infringement on Instagram  

It is crucial prior starting the examination of Copyright Infringement to summarise what exactly is stated in 

the terms and conditions of Instagram about copyright violation. According to Instagram’s latest terms and 

conditions , there are three ways in which a user is able to Report a Copyright Infringement236. Initially, if a 

user supposes that content uploaded on the platform by him is violating his copyright, then he/she can adopt 

on of the following acts: (a) the user can report the violation to the Instagram through filling out a specific 

form provided by the platform (b) is able to report it via using Brand Rights Protection, that allows a right 

owner to determine and report infringing materials for copyright, trademark and/or sham, (c) have the 

opportunity to contact Instagram’s Designated Agent pursuant the notice and counter-notice actions of the US 

Digital Milleniym Copyright Act237 (hereinafter DMCA), and if do so the user must be certain to contain a 

full copyright request in his/her report238. Under the mention of these three ways Instagram state that ‘solely 

the copyright holder or otherwise their licensed agent have the ability to file a report concerning copyright 

violation and in case where there is a belief that something else on the platform violates another’s individuals 

copyright, then he must let the holder of the right to know’239. In addition, Instagram informs his/her users that 
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submitting a report for IP violation is consider to be a critical issue with possible legal impact and when 

purposely submitting deceptive or false reports regarding copyright or trademark violation is feasible to cause 

Facebook to adopt measures, containing the deleting of his/her account and by deliberating submitting 

deceptive or fraudulent report can resulted in accountability for damages based on DMCA or equal legislations 

in distinct countries. Another essential mention that Instagram made is the information that the platform will 

need in order to proceed with the report240. Despite contact information and an explanation  of the content that 

asserts that violates copyright, the user must complete a declaration presenting his/her good faith belief that 

application of the copyrighted material which claims that infringes copyright, is not permitted by the holder 

of the copyright or his/her representative or the legislation241. Moreover, that the data found in the notice is 

precise and under penalty of falsehood, the one submitted the report is the holder or licensed for the sake of 

the possessor of an exclusive copyright which supposedly violated.  

Despite the fact that numerous authors stated that Instagram does not provide its users with proper legal 

information and advices, that is legitimate considering that it is an online platform and not a service for 

instructions in the context of copyright guarding, it could be discussed that an infringement is of a higher 

degree to occur on a service which has been totally dodged to contain certain obvious and beneficial data in 

connection with copyright violation242. A virtuous quarrel is that misconceptions continue to take place where 

online platforms supply sufficient details243. This was demonstrated in the case of Drauglis v Kappa Map 

Grp244, where the copyright holder misunderstood an authorisation for which there was data in the internet 

page. Accordingly, it is fairly noted that though the defensive measures ‘captured’ from social network to 

alleviate the subject matters, infringements continue to occur because it is an issue of the users that do not 

noticed the data given in the platforms245. It is generally known that platforms includes ‘instruments’ which 

allow images to be shared, posted and reposted. Those types of actions could resulted in copyright violation 

and therefore it is vital for users to evaluate the impacts of their activities prior performing. Also, a platform 

user might desire to share once more or repost an image for various grounds, such as because he/she thinks 

that an image is fascinating and appealing or he/she may desires to demonstrate his gratitude to the work of 

another individual or otherwise he/she just desires to take an image hoping that nobody will notice246. A 

pertinent legal idea at this point , is the one that in accordance to the limitation of the sole rights possessed 

from the copyright holder. This means that the appropriate legislation which might be appropriate at this 

moment is the ‘fair use’ in the law of the US, and limitations and exceptions found in the law of the EU as 

well as in the international. Furthermore, ‘fair use’ is appeared as a debatable and complicate area in copyright 
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legislation and therefore, it is worth arguable if it must be taken into consideration from the platform’s users 

as system of legal use of another individual’s image247. As it was underlined ‘the circumstances when use is 

able to be regarded fair is restricted and confined subordinate to the initial factor that needs special cases’248. 

Specifically, the calls for the utilisation to be a thing distinct to daily use, that can signify that reposting of 

images does not meet the requirements as use that can be described as fair under the meaning of whatever of 

the articles governing restrictions and exceptions.  

As analysed earlier in the thesis and at this point in regards to photographers, it considers a violation of 

copyright when an individual copy or communicate to the public when lacking the authorisation of the right 

owner or when in the absence of anyone of the copyright exclusions. Legislation around copyright hugged 

photography and stressed on the photographer instead of the matter, to be regarded the author249. Nevertheless, 

the expert photographer producing a studio image or portrait henceforward does not portrays the production 

of the greater number of photos uploaded on social media and specifically on Instagram. Nowadays, 

photographs are captured using phones and different platforms like Instagram and as a result, by virtue of 

platform’s users uploading content owning by a third-party on the site of the platform, violation of copyright 

content is widespread250. As appears from the terms of use of Instagram underlines that users guarantee that 

they are the possessors of the material uploaded and posted and that the work does not infringe, breach or 

embezzle on the rights of third-parties, containing, yet not restricted to, publicity freedoms, copyrights, 

trademarks and else IP rights251. Additionally, as mentioned in the terms of use, Instagram’s users are assuring 

that third party materials that  

are posted in the site of the platform has permission or an authorisation- licence from the owner of the 

copyright252.  Edw emeina sti vivliografia  

Social Platforms persuade users to post and share their personal content as well as the content of distinct users, 

via different sharing means and ‘linking’. The posting and sharing of different images either their own or 

content which is not them, advantages the social network and therefore rises the social networks’ advertising 

income253. Despite that, this comes against the terms and conditions of Instagram. The terms of use and 

conditions of Instagram state that users are not able to share content that belong to third-parties in the absence 

of their agreement or violate copyright254. Contrary, the platforms in general, are encouraging the posting and 
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sharing of works that belong to third-parties. Hence, these situation creates a confusion to the users regarding 

what can do and what not. The standards of behaviour of how to use a platform come against the terms of use 

of Instagram and the fundamentals of copyright guarding. It is well known that the users of the Instagram 

platform contradict with the moral and legitimate practice of photographs255. Moreover, in a civilisation 

‘remix’ background which discovers unpermitted uses of copyright content a cultural norm, it is challenging 

to grasp the lawfulness of the legal regime which restrains the practice of photos on the different platforms256. 

It is indicated that the lawfulness of photo use on online platforms is complicate and badly communicated and 

as stated by Sarvas and Frohlich ‘ Even though images have constantly been handled and edited, the numerical 

and electronic ways made simple to use in image editing software have substantially modified our insight of 

what photo editing can accomplish…Where snapshots are regarded, simple and automatic editing tools have 

turn into ordinary means for editing , improving and cropping photos’257. Additionally, the online platforms 

promoting sharing, still, oppose this in the terms of use and conditions of the platforms. The online domain is 

one that advances the capacity to obtain, mix and handle media and surprisingly accuses the equivalent action 

‘ a universe in which technology pleads all of the users to produce and extend creative material variously 

from the way it was created and extended previously?258’.  

Whereas there have not been any judicial actions in relation to copyright violation of photos on Instagram 

across UK, there have been several prominent challenges. For instance, a famous model posted an image of 

herself on her Instagram account, that was taken by a photographer and as the photographer, was the copyright 

owner of the photo, the use of the photo in the end by the famous model was a performance of violation259. It 

was claimed that the aforementioned act ‘was headstrong and deliberate, in negligence of and with 

indifference to the photographer’s rights’260. In defiance of the fact that the photographer made several 

requests to the model as well as her crew to delete the violating image from the platform, they denied to delete 

it ( the photo obtained 1.2 million likes). Then the photographer reported the image the United States 

Copyright Office, since he authorised the usage of the photo only to Daily Mail and TMZ and not to the model 

and the image has not been deleted by the model or her crew. Also, the photo did not contain copyright 

tidemark by the photographer and therefore, countless famous, commercia and advertisement, online 

publications take and re post the image, lacking authorisation from the owner and crediting the model and the 

platform. The photographer is searching for restitution for damages, along with any gains acquired by the 
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model and/or IMG referable to the image and because of the fact that in this situation no exception implements, 

the use of copyright guarded material in the absence of authorisation by the copyright owner can form a 

violation of the material261.  In addition, as the photographer claimed, the image had economic value that was 

reduced by virtue of it being shared in Instagram.  

This argument illustrates a latest trend with reference to copyright and photo posting and sharing on online 

platforms, at which point users obtaining income via their accounts. Khloe Kardashian, a famous influencer, 

has met legal proceedings in connection with an image shared in her account by her262. Xposure Photos, a 

popular photo office which acts for more than 40 photographer across the world, was the possessor of the 

image and report it in the United States District Court. Xposure declares that Khloe shared and posted the 

image in conjunction with a caption stating ‘going for a meal at … restaurant’ in 2014, lacking permission 

from the copyright owner’263. The image was made by an author called Manual Munoz and authorised for 

restricted use to Daily Mail, that issued it in 2016 along with a copyright note and ‘watermark’ and the next 

day the image was shared on the account of Khloe on Instagram but with the watermark cropped. The plaintiff 

claimed that the image was of great value and therefore the use of the photo from the appellant on the platform 

has ruined the image’s commercial price. Furthermore, the ailment points out the fact that Khloe extracts 

income via her Instagram account like a commercial instrument. Consequently, the complaint aims an act for 

cease and desist, legal damages, financial damages and demands a jury trial264. In connection with the previous 

case explained, this issue appears to displays an obvious violation of the rights of the copyright owner.  

3.5. Guidance for Posting and Re- Posting Content on Instagram  

As it is well known, Instagram permits its users to share links to the posts of distinct users across the world. 

A user of the platform of Instagram that has admission to a post is able to share it and post it either on their 

Instagram story or profile on the platform in case the owner of that image gave authorisation through his/her 

privacy settings to do so. In spite of this, there is no fundamental repost service on the platform, yet, there are 

several apps accessible which permit users to repost photos on their account that owned by other users265. 

Whilst those apps facilitate as user to share the posted image of another individual on his/her personal account 

on Instagram, still, those apps does not turn such an action into a lawful act. Therefore, users that wish to share 

a photo which are not there own , they should take some steps in order to grant permission from the right 
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holder266. Firstly, they should write under the image, on the comment section, requesting the authorisation to 

share that specific image on his/her personal account or send a direct message requesting the owner to post 

their image. By obtaining authorisation users protect themselves against copyright.  

On the other hand, users must also take some steps in order to protect their own original and creative content 

that they share and post on Instagram. Together with the understanding of the Terms of Use of Instagram, user 

must consider a number of guidance which must pursue when posting images on the platform. The protection 

of images that posted online might be sound a simple task however it is more challenging than users recognise. 

It is of special importance to underline that for all the 179 countries that are parts of the Berne Convention267, 

copyright guarding starts immediately after an individual capture a photo and it does not matter if the image 

was taken through an iPad, a camera or a smartphone. ‘ On the time an individual saves the photo on their 

phone, or otherwise, it’s automatically guarded through copyright in both U.S and all the countries that are 

members in the Berne Convention’268, one of them in Cyprus too. Classified among the easiest ways to guard 

a user’s own photo is to add a copyright symbol (©) on the image269. Adding a copyright symbol is essential 

when a user is sharing photos online in public platforms, either on a personal blog, or on a website where 

individuals are able to send their photos or sharing and posting images on distinct social media platforms like 

Instagram. Various individuals fallaciously have the belief that they can freely take what is found online or 

posted on social platforms. By adding the copyright symbol, it nicely instructs the followers of a user on 

Instagram that they can not freely repost the image270. An additional way that it is proposed to authors of a 

photo in order to sign their images posted online, is watermarking271 which means to mark their images with 

their name and contact details. In 2018 it was stated that ‘ The growing reputation of digital multimedia has 

created new disputes in protection problems. Authentication and morality confirmation in the photos figure 

out some of these difficulties…272’. Likewise, in another piece it was described that ‘Digital Photo 

Watermarking is consider to be a crucial approach in the field of details protection. It is regarded one of the 

most essential methods that are performed in order to protect the roots of the photo via guarding it in 

opposition to Piracy’273. However, difficulties with watermarking might emerge if the watermarking on the 

photo is apparent or not. In the event that, watermarking is apparent, it will be a more obvious notification to 

the individual who is sharing or posting the photo, even so many underlined that by adding watermarking it 

makes the photo not as much fascinating as without the watermarking in order to be shared. Furthermore, 
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provided that the creator might desiring the photo to be shared as much as conceivable, possibly because 

he/she desires to grow the account of the creator or even honour the content of the creator, the noticeable 

watermark could take away from that aim. Conversely, in case the watermark is not noticeable, but instead 

‘implanted’ into the photo, the plain image could be posted and shared further274. Anyhow, this probably could 

not increase and grow the account on the platform of the author of the photo since individuals and especially 

the ones that do not have the technical abilities to consider the inserted details, might not recognise the author 

of the material and similarly, if those details despite the fact that are noticeable, might not be helpful and 

beneficial in case the details are obsolete and not up to date. There are numerous watermarking approaches, 

either apparent or embedded. Although, individuals that aimed to intentionally execute copyright violation 

might additionally have the ability to control or alter the watermark details. The affirmation that authors of 

creation might be restrained. Noted that watermarking is not imperative through legislation and the absence 

of a mark like that does not signify that the author has abandon his/her rights to be acknowledged as the author 

or declare copyright in the photo275. 

Conclusion  

This thesis has examines the evolution of online platforms and specifically the platform of Instagram in 

accordance with copyright law and especially Directive 2019/790.There is no question that presently, social 

media form a vital piece of our daily lives and in the essence in which we communicate with millions of 

individuals worldwide276. Significant amounts of information, including countless user generated images that 

are communicated on social network277. Furthermore, despite the fact that an enormous amount of images are 

shared and posted on the internet on a daily basis, copyright supplies safeguarding to them in an equal way 

that traditional photos are guarded278. Copyright regulation on the other is based on the view that it aims on 

the production, creation and distribution of information equally to culture, yet online platforms like Instagram 

have got another motivation. Online platforms encourage the sharing of works as mentioned from their users 

and by that they can produce earnings through advertisement. This creates a huge problem, since as long as 

the online platforms might profiting economically, the content owners are not inevitably gaining equal profits. 

In other words while Online platforms have been confirmed to authorise users to post and share images with 

other users, yet, these available structured platforms lead to violation, allocation and utilisation of personal 

images for financial purposes. Platforms, especially the massive ones, for instance Instagram, impose 

excessive management upon social media and periodically they enforce their power to order online users to 

move aside their image rights posted and shared by them. In the event that users have access or share an image 
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on the Instagram platform, they accept immediately all the terms of use and conditions and this means that 

move of the rights has been fulfilled279. This thesis has highlighted the terms and conditions of Instagram and 

emphasis on the fact that are debatable as to whether they grant a benevolent licence from the users to the 

platform. However, on the other hand lies on the users, that most of them are not aware or fully understand 

the terms and conditions of the platform prior continuing to create an account. Furthermore, in the legal 

scenery there was no major alteration in relation to copyright for approximately two decades and Art.17 

Directive 2019/790 came to set a new model of rule of the difficulties determined through the movement 

advancement in online content sharing platforms. It strengthens the guarding bestowed to right holders in 

regard to copyright guarded content and on distinct guarded materials in the online landscape through 

presenting new regulations of liability and of limitation from accountability of a new class of information 

service providers, for instance OCSSPs. On the contrary, it comprises legal steps which guard the legal place 

of the users that share and upload content on the online platforms. It still a recent Directive and copyright still 

remains a highly complicate area with distinct interests on the contrary. Since it is a newly adopted Directive 

and Member States recently adopted it, the future will clear the area as to whether Directive 2019/790 achieved 

its objectives and clarified the copyright landscape around online content sharing service providers. 
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